oi_151a_prestable1 Release Notes
Release Date: Feb 13th 2012
Next release with small changes, there were a couple of things that got put back to prestable2 as I didn't want too long between releases.
Changes for prestable1 are:
update illumos to fc320b2833d3
#2002 patch update
Fix sic_team linking
#1739 certutil with incomplete runpath
SFW fixes and bumps
Bump mutt to 1.5.21
Bump elinks to 0.11.7
Bump wireshark to 1.4.11
#2001 Update wireshark to 1.4.11
Bump tomcat to 6.0.35
libxml2 CVE fixes
CVE-2011-0216,CVE-2011-1944,CVE-2011-2821
CVE-2011-2834,CVE-2011-3905,CVE-2011-3919
A note on bug #2002 - please don't file these, I've said illumos will get bumped each release and asking for it isn't necessary, thanks.
Would be good to get feedback/testing on the version bumps please. Mailing lists are prefered but I will read the comments here (even if I don't get round
to replying here).
This release sees the prestable releases merged into the /dev repo after feedback suggested this was both wanted and needed for proper wider testing.
This means the release is now available from http://pkg.openindiana.org/prestable, http://pkg.openindiana.org/dev and for download as both complete and
incremental (apply to prestable0) repos from http://dlc-int.openindiana.org/repos/.
Some points in response to feedback:
I list bug numbers here from the OI issue list not any other issue list. Sorry if mercurial tagging/checksums make this hard to match upstream
illumos fixes but illumos does one issue per commit which I'm simply not interested in copying verbatim here.
ETA on ISOs is hopefully within the next four weeks as I'd like them for the next release.
I've ignored feedback on the requests for process explanations to say it here. The wiki currently isn't in great shape and if anyone wants to help make it
better please get in touch on the mailing lists or in the IRC channels so we can turn some of the good information provided by various "Anonymous"s into
some decent docs by names who can be given credit. The alternative is to just wait until someone finds some of those illusive tuits!
Enjoy,
Jon Tibble

